Notes:
Built as per DNv 2.22 and Lloyds L.A.M.E. Ch 3
Tare weight: 141 kg
Max Load: 24 ton (6 ton per bottom hole)
Part Number: 03-SB24-4

This drawing is copyright© and is the property of Blue Manta International and must not be reproduced or used without the express permission of Blue Manta International.

General tolerances UNI
Steel fabrication: ± 3.0mm
Machining: ± 0.25mm
Concentric: ± 0.5mm
Angular: ± 0.05mm

Machined corner radii:
Inside: ± 0.50mm UNI
Outside: ± 0.65mm UNI

Description:
24T SWL Spreader Beam - 4 Sheaves
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